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Above right: a watercolor on paper done by Jessica Snow also at Rena Bransten Gallery; Above left: At the San Francisco Art 

Institute on Russian Hill, the alma mater of Carlo, pausing infront of the fresco done by famous Mexican artist Diego Rivera in 1931. 

 SALT LAKE CITY

      June 11, 2007. We arrived in San Francisco to spend four cool, glorious days before flying to Utah. 
We did the rounds of the museums and several art galleries, which were a short walking distance from 
our jewel of a hotel, the Chancellor Hotel, located near Union Square. On our second day, a nephew, 
Carlo Ricafort, a visual artist like me who was based there, fetched us. Our last visit to San Francisco 
was in 1984 and I had vague memories of visiting the Golden Gate Park. Carlo brought us first to the 
newly renovated de Young Museum, San Francisco’s oldest museum. 

“Founded in 1895 in San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park, the de Young Museum, 
shown above at night, has been an integral part of the cultural fabric of the city and a 
cherished destination for millions of residents and visitors to the region for over 100 
years.

On October 15, 2005, the de Young Museum re-opened in a state-of-the-art new 
facility that integrates art, architecture and the natural landscape in one multi-faceted 
destination that will inspire audiences from around the world. Designed by the 
renowned Swiss architecture firm Herzog & de Meuron and Fong & Chan Architects in 
San Francisco, the new de Young provided San Francisco with a landmark art 
museum to showcase the museum’s priceless collections of American art from the 
17th through the 20th centuries, and art of the native Americas, Africa, and the Pacific. 
decorative arts and crafts from Africa, Oceania, and the Americas; and Western and 
non-Western textiles.

It houses one of the finest collections of American paintings in the United States. 
Strengthened by the acquisition of the Rockefeller Collection of American Art, the de 
Young’s treasures include more than 1,000 paintings that represent a spectrum of 
American Art from colonial times into the twenty-first century. Gems of the collection 
include George C. Bingham’s Boatmen on the Missouri, Frederick E. Church’s Rainy 
Season in the Tropics, and 20th century treasures from artists like Georgia O’keefe, 
Edward Hopper and Grand Wood. 

A walk through the de Young’s collection of objects from Mesoamerica, Central 
America and South America and the West Coast of North America reveals the 
richness and complexity of the art that links the Americas. Notable treasures include 
the largest group of Teotihuacan wall murals outside of Mexico, a Peruvian mouth 
mask of hammered gold from the Nazca culture, and a ten-foot totem from Alaska.” 

      Next to the de Young is the Victorian Style Conservatory of Flowers which is the first and oldest 
wood and glass - Victorian-style conservatory in the United States. The Conservatory of Flowers at 
San Francisco's Golden Gate Park is a beautiful way to see unique flowers in a tranquil setting. Over 
1,500 species of plants native to dozens of countries are displayed. The Conservatory of Flowers was 
the first North American location to display the exotic Victoria Amazonica water lily in flower at night!

George Caleb Bingham’s “Boatmen on the Missouri” ;                                                 Guatemala, lidded jaguar vessel, 3rd Century

“San Francisco's Japanese Tea Garden was originally developed for the 1894 World’s 
Fair in San Francisco. It was conceived and designed by Baron Makoto Hagiwara, a 
wealthy landscape designer. As Golden Gate Park began to develop, Hagiwara worked 
the once temporary exhibit into a permanent feature. Hagiwara and his family then 
increased the size of the gardens, and imported exotic animals and statues. Hagiwara’s 
descendents maintained the Japanese Tea Garden until the start of the second World 
War. At the time, America went to war with Japan, and had begun sending anyone of 
Asian descent into temporary internment camps. Without the Hagiwara family, the 
Japanese Tea Garden was not kept and fell into ruin.

During this time, it was renamed the Oriental Tea Garden. It was eventually reinstated 
as the Japanese Tea Garden in 1952, with more exhibits, including a 9,000 pound 
Lantern of Peace. It was in the Japanese Tea Garden where Fortune Cookies 
originated, and soon became increasingly popular. The Garden has now grown into a 
landmark of San Francisco’s Golden Gate Park.

Unlike most San Francisco recreation areas, the Japanese Tea Garden is not teeming 
with loud tourists and useless guided tours. Hundreds of people can visit the Garden 
and still have some degree of personal space. Personally, I think there is something 
about this place that just takes the loudness out of people. It is a peaceful place, and 
there is a lot to see. About the only sound you hear are the cameras clicking.”

     June 12. We had a lunch at Alioto’s at Fisherman’s Wharf, one of San Francisco's oldest 
restaurants, run by one of the city's most prominent families, the Aliotos. This Fisherman's Wharf 
landmark has a long-standing reputation for great cioppino. This family owned restaurant has a 
stunning view of the Bay and turns out first-rate seafood and Italian dishes. After the sumptuous lunch 
of Dungionese crab, Lobster thermidor and the famous cioppino, Carlo brought us to several galleries 
around San Francisco. We later visited his former alma mater. 

     I was awed by the works of Portuguese artist Joana Vasconcelos at the Rena Bransten Gallery on 
77 Geary Street (between Kearny and Grant Streets). This was her first solo exhibit in the United 
States and her series of sculptures transformed mass produced porcelain statuary (ceramic crabs, 
snakes etc.) into unique objects through the addition of handcrafted crochet covers. Vasconcelos also 
presented one of her Valquiria (Valkyrie) sculptures - a massive, many armed, colorful knitted airborne 
creation that recalls both the heroic and domestic functions of the Norse deities it is named after. 
Combining traditional and industrial everyday media and distinctive motifs from traditional Portuguese 
arts and crafts, Vasconcelos generated art that not only questions cultural identity and value, but also 
the social roles traditionally assigned to men and women.

The Conservatory of Flowers at Golden Gate Park  The Victoria Amazonica water lily in bloom

        June 13. Today, my cousin Leni and Tom Ricafort, Carlo’s parents, fetched us from our hotel and 
drove us all the way to Napa Valley. We stopped along the way for a few photos with the famous 
Golden Gate Bridge as background. We drove through picturesque little towns like Saulsalito until we 
reached Napa Valley. Then, Tom drove and drove through Napa Valley until we reached St. Helena 
and finally found a lovely Winery...the V. Sattui Winery, a family-owned winery, founded in 1885 in 
San Francisco by Vittorio Sattui, an Italian immigrant. V. Sattui was re-established in St. Helena in 
1975 by his great-grandson Dario Sattui. Making over forty different wines, V. Sattui has been named 
"Winery of the Year" by the California State Fair three times: 2007, 2006 and 2004 at the California 
State Fair.

 Upon entering V. Sattui, we were greeted with complimentary cheese and food samples in their 
European-Style Marketplace. One can shop at their gourmet market & deli before venturing into the 
newly remodeled Tasting Room where one can taste their award-winning wines. Then we took a 
complimentary self-guided tour of the Winery’s stone building, underground aging cellars and 
museum. Leni and Tom brought us later to a French Gourmet restaurant for lunch where we enjoyed 
typical French cuisine cooked by the chef. It’s a pity we didn’t know that there was a big restaurant at 
the Culinary Institute of America (also known as Greystone) which we visited after lunch. 

 Rising castle-like on the western hills, the CIA at Greystone is one of the Napa Valley’s most 
historic and majestic properties. It’s also one of the world’s most unique and inspiring venues for 
culinary education. Perhaps no other destination in wine country offers a richer food and wine 
experience in one location. Whatever your interest in food and wine—whether you have a few hours, 
a day, or a week to visit—you’ll take with you a whole lot of new culinary knowledge and skills, a bit of 
the spirit of the CIA, and the special sense of place that is the Napa Valley. Since there were no 
students during our visit, We were allowed to take photos at the main CIA Kitchen...my dream kitchen 
and yours!

Above left to right: A ceramic crab, a glass cat and glass snake wrapped with hand-crocheted doilies; Below left: With Carlo 

at the Rena Bransten Gallery posing with Joana Vasconcelos’s colorful knitted and crocheted sculpture creation “Valkyrie”

“The dazzling restaurant created by noted designer Adam Tihany, offers a view of the 
chefs at work from every hand-crafted table. One can relax and settle into your meal with 
"Today's Temptations," which is an array of delicious "small" bites to be shared by all at 
the table. The chef calls them temptations because they are inspired by the culinary 
artisans, farmers and foragers who bring their tempting products to the kitchen door 
everyday. One can enjoy the variety of flavors with a glass of sparkling Querenica Brut 
Rose, a Greystone exclusive. Then, perhaps, sample one of our first-course soups, 
salads, or pastas. What better place to experience the mingling of food, wine, and friends 
than the Wine Spectator Greystone Restaurant, in the very heart of California's wine 
country.”

Uppermost left: Tom, Leni and me with the Golden Gate Bridge at the back; Uppermost right: V. Sattui Winery’s antique building; 

Upper left middle: with Leni and the Hydrangeas in bloom at Sattui Winery; Upper middle right: With Leni and Tom at CIA restaurant 

entrance; Above left: at the CIA Greystone entrance with Leni; At the main Kitchen of CIA where the classes are held. 

      A buffet dinner was awaiting us when we came back to Union City, where Tom and Leni Ricafort’s 
lovely home was located. This time Eric Dizon, another nephew, came over. We met the other 
children of Leni, the sisters of Tom, their friends, and their many nephews and nieces. We had a 
delightful evening of eating, chatting and piano playing.

       June 14. This was our third night. A sumptuous dinner was tendered by PP Susan Dupree, Ph.D., 
Chair of the International Fellowship of Rotarian Musicians to which I belong. She was a former Peace 
Corps Volunteer in the Philippines.

   Carlo was kind enough to drive us to Pleasanton, a very pleasant and lovely city near San 
Francisco. Ben and I had dinner with Susan and other IFRM members. I first met Susan at the RI 
Convention in Copenhagen in 2006 at the House of Friendship where IFRM had a booth with a piano. 
Together with the other members present, we planned on how I could help in a joint project  between 
the Rotary Club of Manila 101 and IFRM. I was assigned to be the liaison officer in the joint project. I 
promised to get in touch with the officers of RC Manila 101 as soon as I got back to the Philippines 
from the RI Salt Lake City Convention in July. After the dinner Carlo drove us back to our hotel as we 
looked forward to the next night’s dinner hosted by my nephew Eric Dizon and his brother Aser with 
his wife Edna who we have not seen in years. Eric is based in San Jose and he treated us to dinner at 
Todai, a fabulous Chinese buffet restaurant in Daly City. Ben and I gorged ourselves with the lobsters 
and dungeonish crabs that the waiter brought to our table every time we requested for some. We were 
so full after that, we could hardly move afterwards to pack our things for the short flight from San 
Francisco to Salt Lake City the next day. With heavy hearts we bid goodbye to Eric, Aser and Edna as 
we were not sure when we would see them again. 

Above left: Eric is standing behind me and Ben, while Leni is behind us together with Tom’s sisters, and guest pianist. 

Beside Ben is a brother of Carlo. Above right: Leni and I admiring the red Japanese Maple in her lovely garden. 

Peru, warrior with helmet;

         The Rotary International Convention last June 17 to June 20 was the largest convention ever to be 
held in Salt Lake City and the event drew more than 16,500 Rotarians from 147 nations. The first RI 
convention in Utah was held in 1919. We came two days earlier to attend the Rotary Institute and we 
consider ourselves lucky to have been able to book at the Marriott Downtown Hotel which was just a 
short walk across the street from the Salt Palace Convention Center. This was our first visit to Salt 
Lake City and I think it is always good to know the short history of every place one visits…
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Above Left: Susan Dupree, Chairperson of the International Fellowship of Rotarian Musicians  hands a gift to Josie after the dinner in 

Pleasanton; Above Right: Ben, Eric, Aser and Edna at the residence of our nephew Eric in San Jose, California

Panorama of Latter-Day Saints Church grounds taken in 1912

“Before Mormon settlement, the Shoshone, Ute, Paiute had dwelled in the Salt Lake 
Valley for thousands of years. However, these tribes dwelt only on a temporary basis near 
streams emptying from Canyons into the Salt Lake Valley. 

The first Caucasian in the Salt Lake area is believed to be the explorer Jim Bridger in 
1825, although other Caucasians had been in Utah earlier, some as far north as the 
nearby Utah Valley. U.S. Army officer John C. Frémont surveyed the Great Salt Lake and 
the Salt Lake Valley in 1843 and 1845. The Donner party a group of ill-fated pioneers, had 
traveled through the Great Salt Lake Valley in August 1846. 

The city was founded in 1847 by a group of Mormon pioneers led by their prophet,  
Brigham Young, who fled hostility and violence in the mid-west. They extensively irrigated 
and cultivated the arid valley and faced persecution from the U.S. government for their 
practice of polygamy, which was abandoned in 1890. The headquarters of The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (the L.D.S. or Mormon Church) is located in Salt Lake 
City.

Salt Lake City is the capital and the most populous city of the U.S. State of Utah. The 
name of the city is often shortened to Salt Lake, or its initials, S.L.C. It was originally 
known as Great Salt Lake City. Salt Lake City has a population of 181,743 as of the 2000 
Census. The Salt Lake City metropolitan area spans Salt Lake, Summit and Tooele 
counties, and has a total estimated population of 1,018,826. Salt Lake City is further 
situated in a larger urban area known as the Wasatch Front, and until 2003 the Ogden-
Clearfield metro area within it was considered part of the Salt Lake City metropolitan area. 
The total estimated population of the Wasatch Front is approximately 2,150,000.  

Mining booms and the construction of the first transcontinenetal railroad initially brought 
economic growth, and the city became nicknamed the Crossroads of the West. In the 21st 
century the city has developed a strong outdoor recreation tourism industry (skiing and 
biking) ,and became the industrial banking center of the U.S. and served as host to the  
2002 Winter Olympics”.

     Salt Lake City is a large, delightful city with outstanding shopping, sightseeing, and wholesome 
hospitality set among the mountains of central Utah. Its streets are relatively wide, at the direction of 
Brigham Young, who wanted them wide enough, that a wagon team could turn around without 
"resorting to profanity" These wide streets and grid pattern were copied in other Mormon towns of the 
pioneer era throughout the West. That was the first thing I noticed about Salt Lake City…her wide 
sidewalks and even wider avenues (the widest I have ever seen in a big city).The sidewalks were 
decorated with flower boxes filled with ornamental flowering plants and trees and were dotted with 
metal-crafted seats.

      After a two-day pre-convention Rotary Institute held at the Salt Palace Convention Center (June 
15-16) that was attended by past and present RI officers the Rotarians were eager and ready for the 
opening ceremonies on June 17. 

      Despite the great number of Rotarians there were hardly any crowds on the very clean streets, 
except for the morning when we all trooped to the LDS (Latter Day Saints Conference Center) a very 
huge domed building that could seat 30,000 people. The free concert was aptly named “Rendezvous 
With the Mormon Tabernacle Choir” and was a fitting opening to the Convention. I literally shed tears 
while listening to their rendition of Our Father. They sang other familiar songs and in this concert we 
also had the opportunity to see and listen to New Zealand’s most famous diva Dame Malvina Major, 
who first did two solos and then sang together with the famous Choir. This concert was televised 
nationwide. All of us were awed at the Rendezvous with the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and were 
eager to see what President Bill Boyd and Lorna had prepared for the Opening Plenary Session.

    

    On June 16, my Rotary Club: eClub 
One, held a reunion dinner at the Alta 
Club in Salt Lake City and there were 
several members who attended headed 
by our President Gerry Roberts and his 
spouse Dee. Our incumbent District 5450 
Governor Frank Sargent and Sherry and 
incoming DG Dave and Ann Beall were 
also present. 

      The dinner at Alta Club, a private club 
with a wonderful old world elegance was 
excellent; the food was perfect, the wine 
flowed and the dessert was scrumptious. 
The very touching speech of outgoing 
President Gerry and that of incoming 
President Tim Mowbray highlighted the 
superb program. 

  eClub One Reunion

     Another high point of the program was the presentation of the Professional Excellence Award to 
Kenneth Behring, a famous philanthropist in the United States who gave a very inspiring speech 
and distributed some autographed books on his extraordinary life to everyone. He is the Founder of 
the Wheelchair Foundation, and our eClub One President Gerry donated a US$5,000 check to 
his foundation, which gives wheelchairs around the world. 

      Board members then made reports on the various service projects of eClub.....like International, 
and Community Service. To name a few of our projects: The Shelter Box, La Mulita Water Project, 
Water Supply Project Ethiopia with HOPE. East Timor Carpentry Training, Ranfurly Book Project, 
Lizard Island Research Station, Golden Games, Family Story Telling, Safe Blood Africa, Habitat for 
Humanity, Fund-Raising for The Great Barrier Reef Research Foundation, Vitamin-A giving & Vit.-A 
Ovens in the Philippines and the Children’s Summer Art Workshop, and the Wheelchair Foundation.  

Top: Josie with President Gerry Roberts and spouse Dee; Above left: Pres. 

Gerry after presenting the gavel to new President Tim Mowbray; Above 

right: Josie making her report on the various Community Projects; Above: 

Pres. Gerry receiving a plaque from new Pres. Tim Mowbray; Right: Pres. 

Gerry presenting an award to Past President Chris Joscelyne of Australia. 

Above left: sitting on metal art along the wide SLC sidewalk;  Above right: Newlyweds in a traditional horsedrawn carriage

Top: Philanthropist Kenneth Behring receiving his Professional Excellence Award from President Gerry while District Governor  

FrankSargent  watchies; Above left: Josie with Dieter Brodhel of Germany, President Tim Mowbray and Mr. Ken Behring; 

Above right: Ben with Jeff Behring, a Rotarian son of Ken Behring. Below: Front from left: Pres. Tim, Carol, Liz, and Josie, 

behind are: DIeter, Joe and IP Gerry and PP Chris Joscelyne

       Nestled in the heart of downtown Salt Lake City, the Salt Palace Convention Center was just 
across our Marriott Hotel. As soon as one entered the huge building one noticed the delicate 
snowflake chandeliers and custom designed cottonwood-patterned carpet and the gorgeous five-story 
main concourse and centralized location which could be reached either by elevators or escalators. The 
Salt Palace is part architectural showpiece and part modern art sculpture. The trusses that support the 
Salt Palace roof were designed by one of the world's foremost roller coaster designers.

        The rousing Maori welcome in honor of President Bill Boyd, who comes from New Zealand, was 
a very exotic foot and chest-thumping dance presentation by the bare-chested men in tinkling g-strings 
with black, red and yellow tattoos all over their faces and a group of graceful Maori-costumed ladies in 
their white skirts decorated with unique Maori designs. A Maori elder welcomed President Bill and 
Lorna Boyd in the traditional Maori way...draping them with blankets with exotic border designs. 

       President Bill Boyd welcome remarks were followed by the introduction of his family who flew all 
the way from Auckland. After his keynote address, the entertainment featured Utah’s pride…Donny 
Osmond who sang familiar songs when he and his sister Marie were just starting in show business. 
When Donny called on First Lady Lorna to come up the stage, and sang to her the famous ditty “Put 
Your Head on my Shoulder”, all the ladies in the audience swooned, wishing they were in her shoes. 
In the afternoon we visited the huge House of Friendship to meet with new and old friends and look at 
the many exhibits. That evening there was the Rendezvous in the Park held at Pioneer Park where 
Indians regaled the crowds with dances in their colorful costumes.

      On June 18, before the opening session, most of the Rotarians from Asia gathered early to catch 
the Asian Breakfast at the SLC Hilton. Many of the past RI Presidents, other RI officers, PDGs, DGs, 
presidents, past and present officers converged in their national costumes. There were singing and 
dancing presentations from the Philippines and from other South East Asian countries. But the 
presentation of a magician from Taiwan brought the house down.

        On June 18, the second day of the Convention proper, the youthful mayor of Salt Lake City Ross 
“Rocky” Anderson welcomed all the Rotarians. He said that The 2007 Rotary International Convention 
is the largest ever to be held in Salt Lake City. The event drew more than 16,500 Rotarians from 147 
nations, some from as far away as Asia, Africa, Europe and even Kathmandu, Nepal.

       This was followed by the introduction of incumbent RI Board of Directors and Past RI Presidents 
by President Bill Boyd. Our own Past President MAT Caparas was there as well as our other friends 
like Raja and Usha Saboo, Frank Devlyn and Gloria Rita, Glenn and Mary Estess and many others.

Top: The very impressive facade of the Salt Palace Convention Center; Above left:The tall  tower with the banner welcoming the Rotarians 
to the SLC RI Convention; Above right: Some of the numerous Rotarian delegates near the at the main entrance of the the Salt Palace;

The Mormon Tabernacle Choir accompanied by a full orchestra
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Top: With some of the Philippine participants in the Asian Breakfast; Above left: Josie and Ben with Rtn. Jeffrey Martinez of the 
Rotary Club of Manila at the Salt Palace at the display near the Salt Palace Entrance; Above right: Ben with PRIP Mat Caparas, 
Josie, Dette and Jeffrey Martinez, having a respite in between Plenary Sessions. 

      At the House of Friendship I lost no time in seeking out the huge booth of The Shelter Box. I first 
heard of ShelterBox in 2004 at the Anaheim International Assembly at the Anaheim HIlton in Los 
Angeles where my husband PDG Ben was a Training Leader. Ben was one of more than 30 Training 
Leaders (PDGs from all over the world) and we, the spouses were expected to host several round-
table discussions where DGN Spouses would get to know each other and share their Districts’ 
projects to each group around the table. As I was hosting a round-table discussion, a lady spouse 
from England said that their club in Cornwall manufactured Shelter boxes filled with all the things 
needed in case of disasters. I had no idea how these boxes looked so when I saw many green boxes 
displayed at the House of Friendship I made it a point to see the boxes and to meet and speak with 
the man who founded ShelterBox...Tom Henderson, a Rotarian and a former Navy search and rescue 
diver and I quote... 

“I saw that the aid response to most disasters was in the form of food and medicine to help people 
survive the immediate aftermath. Little or no assistance was given in terms of proper shelter to help 
them through the first few days, weeks and months as they tried to rebuild their lives. ShelterBox was 
launched to fill that void.”

In 1999, Tom started researching the idea, sourcing equipment and twisting arms to 
get the project off the ground. His persistence paid off in April 2000 when ShelterBox 
was launched and the Rotary Club of Helston-Lizard in Cornwall adopted it as its 
millennium project. Little did they know that it would become the largest Rotary club 
project in the world, with affiliates in eight countries.

The first consignment of 143 boxes was sent to earthquake victims in the Indian state 
of Gujarat in January 2001. Over the next three years the project matured and by the 
end of 2004 nearly 2,600 boxes had been dispatched, following 16 major disasters. On 
26, December 2004, news came of the devastating Boxing Day Tsunami and 
ShelterBox faced its most significant challenge, one that would change its course 
forever. Donations and volunteers poured in and they were able to ramp up their 
operations on a scale unimaginable just six months earlier. 

In August 2007 HRH The Duchess of Cornwall became the charity’s President and 
Royal Patron, following her visit to the Helston HQ that summer. The Duchess and the 
Prince of Wales were first introduced to ShelterBox whilst on an official visit to Pakistan 
in 2006 where they learnt of our work helping the victims of the Kashmiri earthquake.

“In 2005 we sent out more than 22,000 boxes, almost 10 times the number we had 
sent out in the previous three years. Not only were we sending aid to victims of the 
Tsunami, but we were also able to help those who had lost their homes in Hurricane 
Katrina in the USA and the massive earthquake that hit the Kashmir region of Pakistan. 
In just a few short months, ShelterBox had emerged as a major player in the field of 
international disaster relief.

We have continued to build on our Tsunami experience, helping as many people as we 
can, as quickly as we can, the moment disaster strikes. We have now worked in more 
than 50 countries in response to over 80 different disasters.”

 HOUSE of FRIENDSHIP

Top left: Exhibitors setting up an Indian Tepee in the House of Friendship; Top right: All of the items that can fit inside a Shelterbox 

which includes two tents that can house a family of 12, and various household untensils; Middle left: posing with Rtn. Tom Hendeson, 

founder of ShelterBox; Middle right: With friends Dr. Lucy Pendon, Dr. Dieter Brodhel, and wife Charlotte; Above left: PP Chishti of 

Pakistan, the most bemedalled Rotarians in the Convention; Above right: PP Chishti with four bemedalled Rotex students

      Just moments before Gates gave his speech, Foundation 
Chair Luis Giay and 2006-07 President William B. Boyd presented 
Gates with a Polio Eradication Champion Award.

   William Gates, Sr., the keynote speaker at the third plenary. 
Gates co-chairs the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, which has 
been a major ally in fighting polio alongside Rotary and its 
partners, contributing $150 million to the polio eradication effort. 
 
   Praising Rotarians for their "mind-boggling efforts" to 
"dramatically change millions and millions of lives," honorary 
Rotarian William Gates Sr. called on Rotarians to "think big" and 
finish the job of polio eradication.

   "Now, due mostly to your astounding, 20-year campaign, the 
world is right on the brink of eliminating polio entirely," said Gates, 
the co-chair of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, closing the 
third plenary session Tuesday in the packed Salt Palace 
auditorium.

      Gates, a retired Seattle attorney and father of Microsoft founder Bill Gates, introduced himself as 
"just a guy from the little town of Bremerton, Washington. Yet somehow, I have spent the last decade 
traveling around the world, thinking about monstrous problems."

   Since its inception in 2000, the Gates Foundation has helped fight polio alongside Rotary, 
contributing US$150 million to the polio eradication initiative. "All the money in the world doesn't matter 
if it isn't spent the right way," Gates said. "[Rotary] gives people a way to convert their resources into 
results for the people who need them most."

      Before Mormon settlement, the Shoshone, Ute, and Paiute had dwelled in the Salt Lake Valley for 
thousands of years. So, it was but natural that Indians in their colorful regalia came in full force in the 
Rendezvous at the Park to do ritual dances or just simply mingle with the thousands of Rotarian 
visitors from all over the world. Being a Western City, Salt Lake City had of course to have a Rodeo 
show and it had to have the traditional clown who brought the gallery down.
 
     The Wild West atmosphere being the setting for the 98th annual RI Convention, it would not be 
complete without the traditional Rodeo. The Rotarians and their families enjoyed this event which is all 
about entertaining and educating children about their American ancestors through Western culture and 
horsemanship.

     June 21, On the last day of the 2007 Rotary Convention, the plenary session showcased the 
variety of service opportunities Rotarians enjoy, from working on grassroots projects to serving at the 
highest levels of Rotary International’s leadership. The keynote speaker was William Gates. Sr. the 
father of Bill Gates and co-chair of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

     After the Plenary Sessions there were 
breakout sessions and in one session, 
two of the speakers were PDG Doug 
Vincent of Canada and PP Ric Santiago 
of the Philippines posing here with Ben. 
They spoke together with a group of 
Rotarian Doctors that hold Health Fairs 
throughout the world. There were 
speakers from Germany (like Dr. Ulrich 
Sprandel, classmate of Ben as an 
ins t ruc to r a t the 2004 Anahe im 
International assembly). He heads a 
group of German doctors who started the 
first Health Fairs that have now spread 
out in Russia, the United States and the 
Philippines. There were some doctor-
delegates from far-away Mongolia.

     
     At the convention, Dong Kurn Lee of Korea, who took to the stage with his wife, Young Ja, was 
elected president of Rotary International for 2008-09. Incoming President Wilfried Wilkinson and Joan 
who hail from Canada, were introduced by President Bill Boyd. We first met President-to-be Wilf when 
he was the Chairperson of the 2005 RI Centennial Convention in Chicago during the incumbency of 
President Glenn E. Estess. At this convention, Ben and I attended the first reunion of eClub One and 
the guest of honor was then RIPE BIll Boyd and spouse Lorna was also present. 
 

     

Upper left: President Bill Boyd officially closes the Salt Lake City Convention; Upper 

right: RI President-elect Wilfrid J. Wilkinson, who willl become president on 1 July, 

greeted the crowd with his wife, Joan; Above left: President Bill Boyd introduces his 

successor; Right: RIPN D.K. Lee and spouse Young Ja take to the stage.

Above: PDG Doug Vincent of Canada with Ben and PP Ric Santiago of the Rotary Club of Paranque East District 3830 from the Philippines

     A young woman from Turkey, Emine Yüzay, gave a very moving speech highlighting how the 
results of Rotarians’ service can expand and multiply. Five years ago, Yüzay, who was born without 
arms, was an illiterate 17-year-old. Then, she took part in a Rotary-sponsored Concentrated Language 
Encounter program in her working-class neighborhood in Istanbul, After learning to write with her feet, 
Yüzay now teaches other women to read and write, demonstrating the ripple effect that so many 
Rotary programs have. “I have never felt so proud and confident in my life”, she said, and drew 
applause during the final plenary when she recounted how after she delved into the world of books, 
she laughed and cried and felt as if “books are like an ocean and I am in a small boat in the middle of it 
floating in all directions.” Recently the Rotary Club of Istanbul arranged for Yüzay to be fitted with 
prosthetic arms, which she is still learning to use. Yüzay’s story was one of thousands that were on the 
lips of Rotarians as they left the convention hall to head back to their communities with a new sense of 
purpose and inspiration for the year ahead. 

      This spring, the Rotary Club of Istanbul arranged for Yüzay to receive prosthetic arms, which she is 
still learning to use. She said that she was astonished recently when she heard of a recent RI theme: 
“Lend A Hand” (The RI Theme for 2004-05). ‘Now”, she told the assembled Rotarians. “your hands are 
mine, and my hands are yours.”

     RI President William B. Boyd, who inspired Rotarians to “Lead The Way” in 2006-2007, bade 
farewell, reflecting on a very successful convention and an eventful year. Dame Malvina Major, New 
Zealand’s most famous Diva then sang some classical songs and Broadway hit songs accompanied 
by a  full orchestra. The familiar songs, meant that we stayed on to listen and then reluctantly bade 
goodbye to our old friends and new-found friends.
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